Announcement for AIPE Vocational Students

We have received many enquiries from AIPE students looking to complete their studies with us. To assist AIPE students, a summary of our enrolment process is below.

AIPE students should be aware that there is no guarantee that they will receive a letter of offer from APC.

Places are limited to vocational programs for study at our Bondi Junction and Manly campuses to start in Term 1 2017 (6 February 2017).

At this stage, we are unable to accommodate AIPE English Students.

TPS Enrolment process
The enrolment process below applies to AIPE vocational students only.

1) Students wishing to complete their studies at APC must provide a statement of attainment or transcript (Academic Record). The Academic Record must clearly show the qualification and units of competencies in which the student has achieved competency.

2) From the Academic Record, APC will assess whether we can provide the remaining units of competencies required by the student to be awarded the relevant qualification. If APC is not able to assist then we will inform the student and the process will stop at this point for these students.

3) Where APC is able to provide assistance, the students will be contacted and will be required to apply to APC using APC's usual application form. An APC letter of offer will then be issued to the student. The letter of offer is also subject to the acceptance of the TPS letter of offer. For the student to be enrolled the student must accept both letters of offer (i.e. issued by APC and TPS). For TPS information on the closure of AIPE please see: https://tps.gov.au/StaticContent/Get/StudentClosures

4) The APC letter of offer must be accepted within 7 days, after which it will lapse.

5) Once the student has accepted the letter of offer and made the relevant payment of fees then APC will issue a confirmation of enrolment.

6) The student must then start the course on the relevant date (earliest being 6th February 2017)

Please do not hesitate to contact us on info@apc.edu.au for further information.

Regards
Australian Pacific College